Introduction
Let S be a closed Lapunov surface bounding a domain D + in the space R 3 . The complement of the set D + U S to the space R 3 will be denoted by D~. 
± J M(P,Q)q(Q)dSQ
which can be expressed by the formula
The matrix Hilbert problem of Bicadze [1] in the space R 3 consists in finding four-dimensional vector-function <P(P), holomorphic separately in D + and D~, vanishing at infinity and satisfying for each P G S the condition ( 1 ' \ X~ = E, when A G D~ satisfies the condition X + (P) = GX (P), P G S, (E denotes here the unit matrix).
5) <P + (P) = G<P~(P) + g(P),
Let
, B(P) = t>3(P)
We assume the following definitions
La a , 4 (P)J 4 a€T Pes. 
where K'j, Kf, M'j, Mf are positive constants.
Auxiliary relations
Denote by I the identity operator, i.e., Itp -<p, and
Then we get for P* defined by (9) (13) The solution of (14') is the vector-function where <f>i{A) is an arbitrary vector-function holomorphic in D~. Similarly, the solution of (15') has the form
where $2(A) is an arbitrary vector-function holomorphic in D + . Hence, <p(Q) solves (14) iff
So we can formulate the following conclusions: [4] . In order to simplify the calculations and to obtain more readable formulas, we limit ourselves to the case of m = 2, n = 3, that is to the system of equations (20) 
38) {P~V2,s)(P) = -(P-g:m, P € 5.
Taking into account (28), (35), (37) and (38) we can formulate the following lemma.
LEMMA 1. Vector-function qs £ H satisfies equation (20) iff (39) qs = (B,{ qp}peT)(P), PeS, where (40) (BS{GS}S6T)(P) = A^A^(P + hl<s(P) + A^(P~g;)(P) = A^(P+g:)(P) -B^(P~g2<s)(P), s G T.

Existence of a solution of (39)
Treating vector-functions qs(P),s 6 T, as unknown in the domain P € 5, we shall find sufficient conditions for the existence of a solution of the system (39). We shall use a topological method based on Schauder-Tichonov theorem.
Let C(S) denote the set of all continuous real functions defined on S. In the usual way we define in C(S) the sum of two elements and the product of an element with a real number. Hence the set C(S) forms a linear space. In the space Ap, /? G T, we can define a norm ||<,j(P)|| of its point <p(P) by the formula 11^)11 = max srop \<pi(P)\.
The Cartesian product C(S) x C(S) x C(S) x C(S)
1<j<4 p £ 5
It is known that the space Ap, ¡3 £ T, is a locally convex Hausdorff space.
We The so defined linear topological space A is a locally convex Hausdorff space (cf. [2] , p. 31, 116).
For every j3 £ T let Zp denote the subset of all points of the space Ap satisfying the condition
where R < Ri and R\ is a positive constant appearing in assumption 3°. It is known (e.g. [6] , p. Ill) that the set Zp, (3 € T, is convex and compact.
In the space A we consider the set Z = f} Zp. This set consists of 13€T all systems {fp{P)}p^T of vector-functions satisfying for every ¡3 G T the condition (41). The set Z, being a Cartesian product of convex and compact sets, is itself convex and compact (e.g. [5] , p. 158-159, 250-252).
Basing on (40), let us define on the set Z the following transformation (42) lMP)).eT = MP) = (»,{qp}pzr)(P), P € 5, which associates with each point {q s (P)} seT of the set Za point {W s (P)} se T of the space A.
Making use of properties of Cauchy's integral ( [8] ) and the form of the operator B s , we have, by 2° and 3°, for each P,P\ € S and igT (42) is continuous in the space A. Let M be a directed set (e.g. [3] , p. 150) and let To be any finite subset of the set T. Consider an arbitrary net i€ x,m G M, of points of the set Z, convergent to a point U = {9 s (P)} se T-We have to prove that the net of transformed points U^ = {tp a (P)} se T is convergent to the point U being the image of U under transformation (42). Accordingly, it suffices to show that for every neighbourhood W of the point U there exists m 0 6 M such that € W for all m -< mo (-< denotes here the order relation in the set M (tn') all s. Hence, it suffices to check that for every s G T 0 the net 4>T\P) is convergent to the point ip s (P). For a fixed s = so the convergence of the set 4?\P) to the point i> S0 (P) is understood in the sense of the metric in the space A So , i.e, lim||^)(P)-^o(P)|| = 0. m Let 0€T We omit the proof of the last equality because it runs similarly as in [7] . Let us note the fact that B s ({^} / 3 e 7-])(i > ), -s € T, is compound of finite number of operations P + , P~, arithmetric operations performing on matrices having form (6) and functions f s . For every s 6 T the whole number of these operations is less than some natural number independent of s £ T. So, basing on Lemma 3 and the mentioned above properties of B s ({g^} / 3 e r])(i > )» s 6 T we conclude that operation 4> S (P) defined by (42) is continuous in the space A. 
